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PPCS Plastic 6
Compartment Storage Box

$2.29

Product Images

Short Description

At PPCS we carry a nice assortment of plastic storage boxes from small to large size. These boxes are the
perfect way to keep "must have" hardware with you wherever you go! Store lots of little parts in one of the 6-
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compartment storage boxes! These boxes are very handy to keep all your PC building supplies on hand and
very organized. Use these boxes for pins, terminals, connectors, wire management clips and clamps, fittings,
jumpers, screws, nuts, washers, rivets, O-rings...virtually any small part that you want to keep handy and
ready during any PC build or upgrade. These boxes are well made and extremely affordable!

Description

At PPCS we carry a nice assortment of plastic storage boxes from small to large size. These boxes are the
perfect way to keep "must have" hardware with you wherever you go! Store lots of little parts in one of the 6-
compartment storage boxes! These boxes are very handy to keep all your PC building supplies on hand and
very organized. Use these boxes for pins, terminals, connectors, wire management clips and clamps, fittings,
jumpers, screws, nuts, washers, rivets, O-rings...virtually any small part that you want to keep handy and
ready during any PC build or upgrade. These boxes are well made and extremely affordable!

 

Features

Features:

100% Brand new!
Made of high-quality PP material, it is durable and break-resistant.
Lockable design, dust-proof, clear lid for viewing contents of the parts box.
Easy to store craft parts, metal parts(screw), sewing accessories, jewelry accessories, electronic
parts(SMD,SMT).
Designed with multiple grids, you can add or lessen the grid quantity as you need by adjusting/detaching
the plastic sheet.
Applicable to store earrings, necklace, beads, finger ring or other small jewelry, nail art, makeup, pill
products, can do ordinary storage box use, put coins, ball-point pen, needle and other small items; also
do component box, parts, IC chip box, and so on.
Lightweight and compact, practical and convenient to carry.
Simple but stylish design, you will like it.

Specifications

Specifications:

Material: PP
Color: Transparent
Size:S  11.8 x 8.1 x 2.3cm.

Attention
Please allow small size deviations due to human measurement.
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Package Included
1pc x Storage Boxes

Additional Information

Brand AE

SKU STBOX-6

Weight 0.2000

Color Clear

Tool Type Technicians Tools

Material Plastic


